Review of
Quest Kodiak
Created by Lionheart Creations

Intro

The Quest Kodiak is a single engine, turboprop, high winged, unpressurized aircraft featuring a
fixed tricycle gear and built by Quest Aircraft since the beginning of this millennium. The aircraft
comes in various versions as a passenger version fitting 10+ passengers, a cargo version for utility
transport and also a skydiving version has been certificated. Also the aircraft can be purchased as a
wheel version or a float version.
The aircraft is suitable for operations on small and/or unimproved airfields due to the robust
landing gear, high powered Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-34 turboprop engine and the superb
STOL performance that is primarily due to the discontinuous leading edge on the outboard wing.

General Information & Aircraft Specs











Produced by Quest Aircraft
First flight 16 October 2004
Introduction 13 May 2005
Role Light transport aircraft
Status Active and in Production
Built 100+ (2013)
Designer Evan Mortenson
Unit cost $1.7 million
Primary user
o Mission Aviation Fellowship















Crew 1 pilot
Capacity 9 passengers
Payload 284 ft3 (8.04 m3) – No passengers
Length 33.4 ft (10.2 m)
Wingspan 45.0 ft (13.7 m)
Height 15.4 ft (4.69 m)
Wing area 240 ft2 (22.30 m2)
Aspect ratio 8.44
Empty weight 3,770 lb (1,710 kg)
Useful load 3.535 lb (1,603 kg)
MTOW 7,255 lb (3,291 kg)
Power plant 1x P&W Canada PT6A-34 Turboprop (TO 750 hp / Cruise 700 hp continuous)
Propellers Hartzell four blade, full feathering, reversible propeller (diameter 96 in (2.44 m))










Maximum speed 183 KIAS (211 mph / 339 km/h)
Stall speed Flaps retracted 77 knots (89 mph / 143 km/h)
Stall speed Flaps extended 59 knots (68 mph / 109 km/h)
Range 1,032 nmi at 12,000 ft (3,700 m), 179 knots (332 km/h)
Endurance 5.9 hours at 10,000 ft (3,000 m), high-speed cruise
Service ceiling 25,000 ft (7,620 m)
Rate of climb Max MSL 1,371 ft/min (6.96 m/s) / 874 ft/min at 10,000 ft (3,000 m)
Wing load 30.22 lb/ft2 (147.6 kg/m2)

Purchase, Download and Installation

I purchased this add-on directly at FSPilotShop and the purchase and download went perfectly as
always. The connection to the download server is excellent and I experienced no issues, errors or
similar, so the entire download of the Quest Kodiak file of app. 290 Mb only took about half a
minute or so.
After the download had completed I unpacked the file and found installation files for several
flightsim versions as FSX, P3D v1.1 and v2 together with and installation file for FS9. I tested this
add-on only on FSX and this review only corresponds to the experience I had flying the FSX
version.

The installation went quickly and was without any issues. I just activated the included installation
wizard which took care of the entire installation in no time. Since there is no registration code for
this add-on, the installation wizard was able to install the complete file without me having to
interrupt the installation process.
After the installation had completed I went to the Airplanes folder within FSX to verify that the
installation wizard had installed the add-on correctly and of course it had. In the Airplanes folder I
found the Quest Kodiak file perfectly located as two files – one as the wheel version and the other
as the float version.
I now opened up FSX and went into my virtual hanger to verify that the Quest Kodiak was also
placed correctly here and to check how many different liveries that was included. I found the
aircraft perfectly placed in the drop down for the Quest Kodiak. I also found several different

models of the aircrafts meaning that there were both the two versions as wheel version and float
version, but also models as passenger or cargo etc.
In total there were 86 liveries which is a lot and I was positively surprised to see that many
different liveries. Furthermore I also very much like the fact that all liveries was represented with a
unique image of the corresponding aircraft instead of just one standard image – excellent!
To support this add-on there is also included a quite comprehensive and well written manual of a
total of 33 pages. The manual is a PDF document and found in the Kodiak folder in the FSX
Airplanes folder together with a link to an online checklist.

Exterior

I started my test with a walk around the aircraft to get a feeling and an experience of the external
model itself. My first thought was that this aircraft looked a lot like a crossing of the Cessna C208
in regards to the fuselage, wings, gear etc and the Pilatus PC6 in regards to the nose and engine
section but all combined in one new and very interesting design.
The models are very well made with many high quality details as e.g. the rudder which features a
"hat" edge at the top (I don't know the correct aviation term for that feature), the exhaustion
nozzles on both sides of the engine together with the small and slim air intake just below the
center axis of the propeller. When I compared the model to some of the various pictures from the
internet, I could easily see that the models resembled the real world aircrafts nicely and that
Lionheart Creations has put in a lot of effort to create a very realistic aircraft models for sure.
The textures used are of a high quality - they are clean and very clear and the paint schemes are
done with an eye for the details. The aircraft model also features various animations such as wheels
rotating, nose wheel steering, gear suspension, control surface animations as e.g. rudder, ailerons,
elevator and flaps etc., doors and also a very nice propeller animation that looks very realistic.
Lights are also included on the aircraft model and they are placed perfectly in alliance with the real
world Kodiak light. The quality of the lights are good and they feature a clear and bright shine with
a warm color which makes them quite realistic.
Additionally the float version of course features the floats but also the animation of the gear
up/down function. According to various pictures of the real float aircraft version I could see that
some had additional vertical stabilizers on the tail section, but this was however not featured on
the Lionheart Creations. First I thought this might had been an error but later on I found several
pictures of the real float version which didn't features these additional vertical stabilizers, so the
float aircraft models are according to real life where there are several versions.

Interior

After spending quite some time on the external part of the aircraft I decided to enter the aircraft to
get a view of the inside. Here I found both a 2D cockpit and a virtual cockpit together with a virtual
cabin - well actually several different cabins for e.g. the passenger version featuring seats and the
cargo version featuring various goods and packages.
The overall experience of the virtual cabin was nice - I like the fact that there were indeed included
a virtual cabin and that the quality of this cabin was above average. The textures are of a fair quality
and the detailing is really good. The finish seemed to be a bit rough and the text on e.g. some of the
goods were blurry but otherwise my impression of the virtual cabin was good.
The 2D cockpit is a photo-realistic cockpit featuring a very well made panel including a few old
time analogue standby gauges - the Attitude indicator, the Altimeter and the IAS. Furthermore the
2D cockpit also features the glass cockpit layout with the TFT screens - one PFD and one NG
display. The third TFT is not included in the 2D panel since this is for the captains view only.
The systems behind the PFD and NG seems to be working perfectly however I have not tested all
functions within them. Also I found several toggle switches, toggle buttons etc which all was
working nicely and had various functions assigned to them.
Using the 2D panel was a good experience even though I am more a virtual cockpit guy I still liked
the experience I got from the 2D cockpit. The atmosphere created was okay and I really like that all
buttons was animated and functions were assigned to them - this added greatly to the overall
experience.
Going to the virtual cockpit I found a very well made cockpit that defiantly resembles the real
world cockpit. I compared it to several pictures of the real deal which I found on Airliners.Net.
Again it was very easy to see that Lionheart Creations had put in a lot of effort in creating this
aircraft to a high level of perfection.
The virtual cockpit features various animations such as door, various levers, controls, buttons and
switches etc. The animations are made very realistically with a nice smooth movement. As in the
2D cockpit I also found the old analogue standby gauges in the virtual cockpit together with a full
set of TFTs. In total there were 3 TFTs where both the captain and the first officer / pilot and copilot each have their own PFD and then shares the NG which is located in the middle of the
instrument panel. Actually I also noticed a fourth TFT located on the lower part of the instrument
panel in the co-pilots side providing additional information to the pilot and co-pilot.
The textures used are again of a high quality, the finish is really good and the depth performance is
very realistic. The atmosphere created in the virtual cockpit is very good and I really like that you
can actually see some of the wiring behind the aviation systems going down from behind the panel
and into the floor next to the rudder pedals - that all contributes to an impressive and very realistic
experience of the virtual cockpit.

Sound

After getting the experience of the exterior and interior I now set my focus at the sound set for the
aircraft. The included sound set is of a standard quality and is actually very similar to the default
Cessna C208 sound set. It is a nice single engine turboprop sound set that fits the model - it is not
perfectly accurate according to the few sound files that I found on the internet, but still a great
support for the model.
Combining the sound set and the high quality model and cockpits my experience of this aircraft
add-on was very impressive. Furthermore there are of course also included various sound files for
the usage of flaps, door, switches and also for the gear up/down on the float version - this all
contributes to create a very realistic model and a very realistic cockpit environment.
The sound is in general of a good quality and is clear and clean. I tested the sound set in both stereo,
2.1 stereo including a subwoofer and also in a complete setup with 7.1 surround sound. No matter
which setup I selected the sound was super and worked perfectly.
I did miss a more specialized sound set and also the outside wind passing over the surface of the
fuselage which normally can be heard when the throttle is at idle.

Flight Dynamics

The flight dynamics of the Quest Kodiak I of course cannot confirm to be accurate since I have
never flown that specific aircraft in real life, but my own real world flight experience covers several
aircrafts including the Cessna C172 and the Socata Rally 180 and I would say that the
characteristics that I experienced on this model goes well in hand with what I had expected and
resembles the C172 in many ways. Probably more the C208 since they are both of an equal size but
since I have not flown that aircraft either it is not possible for me to confirm.
Taxiing the Quest Kodiak is easy and it has a quick response on the nose wheel and also on the
wheel brakes. It handles like most small GA aircrafts and I quickly got the hang of it. One thing to
remember is of course that this aircraft is a turboprop powered aircraft meaning that there is a
delay from when you change the settings on the throttle to when the engine actually starts to spool
up or down. If you are already familiar with turboprop or jet aircrafts then this is not an issue, but if
you are just used to fly ordinary props this is certainly something that you have to be aware of.
Blasting down the runway I found the Kodiak to be very steady - it quickly gained enough airspeed
to lift off so the total take-off roll was very short. This is of course also in accordance with the specs
because this is a STOL aircraft meaning that it is capable of taking off and landing on very small
strips. Together with that the Kodiaks wheels seems to be a bit oversized which gives the aircraft
an advantage for operations on rough strips.
Climbing is also simple - the Kodiak features a high powered engine so the pitch angle can go very
high without causing a stall. Also the wing profile is not a super slim profile meaning that the climb
ratio gets an additional advantage from that design. (Aerodynamic favor of a thick profile is better
climb performance but the downside is that it will provide more drag).
Even though the climb and pitch angle is of high performance the Kodiak could certainly stall
anyway. When the aircraft starts to stall there were no shaking or any signs on the stall coming,
the nose just went down and the aircraft gained airspeed when entering a straight out level stall,
but when changing this to be a stall during a turn with a bank angle of app 45 degrees and nose to
high, the result was a spin. The spin was actually quite realistic and I needed to follow a standard
procedure to get out of the spin - I my real world aviation experience I am educated within
aerobatics and I have had my share of stalls and spins which I really like when performed safely.
During these stall tests I setup stalls for each model - standard passenger, cargo and floats where I
tested for configuration 1 = gear up and flaps up (gear up is only for the float version) and
configuration 2 = gear down and full flaps. Both in an altitude of 2,500' and for the stalls during
turns I had a bank angle of 45 degrees and nose pitch up at 20 degrees.
According to the specs from the manual from Lionheart the stall speed should be 77 knots for
configuration 1 and 59 knots for configuration 2. What I found was that for configuration the stall
speed was 75 knots for both the standard passenger and cargo version and 77 knots for the floats
version which in my opinion is very well in accordance with the specs. In regards to the
configuration 2 I found all version to have their limit at 60 knots which again is extremely close to
the listed specs of 59 knots meaning that this was also very realistic.

Additionally I also tested the Max indicated airspeed because I could see that according to the
Wikipedia the Max indicated airspeed should be 183 knots but according to the specs from
Lionheart the cruise speed should be 185. I know these are small differences but it just seemed quite
strange to me that the cruise speed was listed to be higher than the Max indicated airspeed. What I
found when I did the test was that all three version had a max indicated airspeed of 186 knots
which I would define as being within a respectable range of realism.
Flying the Kodiak in level flight is easy. It handles like any other smaller aircraft and the response
from the elevator, ailerons and rudder is quick and firm. Trimming the aircraft is also like any other
GA aircraft and when trimmed properly the aircraft flies itself. However when throttling down to
idle the airspeed drops rapidly and the Kodiak sinks quite fast - this can actually be advantage for a
bush plane because then it is easier to land on small strips that are surrounded by obstacles like
trees etc. but it can also be a disadvantage when just wanting to glide the aircraft in for a smooth
and slow landing because that you cannot do without either having a high starting point or using a
lot of engine power.
In regards to the landing of the Kodiak the aircraft features the reverse thrust possibility, meaning
that the pilot can decelerate the aircraft by reversing the thrust and using the engine to slow down
instead of just applying the wheel brakes.

Conclusion

My conclusion for this add-on from Lionheart Creations is that I was indeed very much positively
surprised about the high level of quality that I experienced. I have not previously tried out aircrafts
from Lionheart Creations so I really did not know what to expect but my experience with this
aircraft was absolutely superb.
The aircraft features several versions and an incredible number of paint schemes. The models are all
created with an eye for the details and are covered with high quality textures. Furthermore the
aircraft features both a 2D cockpit a virtual cockpit and a virtual cabin.
The cockpits are very well made and resembles the real Kodiak cockpit nicely. The virtual cockpit
is created down to even very small details and features a full glass cockpit environment together
with a few old analogue standby gauges. All switches are animated and assigned to a function, the
textures used are of a high quality, the finish is really good and the 3D / depth performance is spoton. The overall experience I got from the virtual cockpit was excellent and very realistic.
The 2D cockpit is a photo-real cockpit that also features the glass cockpit and standby gauges. The
impression that I got using the 2D cockpit was good and normally I use the virtual cockpit, but this
2D cockpit was indeed worth using as well.
The sound set included is not a unique or specialized sound set but it resembles more the default
Cessna C208 sound set. Still the sound set fits the model and adds to the overall experience of the
aircraft. The sound set is clear and clean and works perfectly on ordinary stereo, 2.1 stereo
including subwoofer and 7.1 surround sound.
Flight dynamics are what I had expected; very similar to other smaller GA aircrafts as the Cessna
C172. Stall speeds and max IAS was very close to the specs and defiantly within the "Ok" range of
being realistic.
Overall I was indeed very impressed by this aircraft add-on and I rate it 4/5-Stars and thank
Lionheart Creations for contributing to the flightsim community with such an excellent add-on of
a quite new and interesting aircraft. I will certainly recommend this add-on to my fellow simmers
and this aircraft has a permanent spot in my virtual hangar.

Rays Aviation

Real World Variants

100
Basic model FAA certificated on 31st of May 2007

Air Claw
A surveillance modification by Northrop Grumman with a FLIR systems Star Saphire sensor and a
Persistent Surveillance Systems Hawkeye wide area sensor

